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Dear colleagues!

We would like to remind you that Croatian Philological Society, Department for Croatian as L1 and Department for Croatian as L2, in cooperation with the Croatian Heritage Foundation and Department of Croatian Language and Literature organizes 7th international scientific conference Croatian as a second and foreign language (7th HIDIS) which will take place at the University of Zagreb, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences from the 14th to the 15th November 2019.

The conference will cover following topics:

- **Croatian as a mother tongue (L1)**
  - orthography, vocabulary and grammar
  - acquisition of Croatian standard language

- **Croatian and typologically and genetically (un)related languages**

- **Croatian as a second, heritage, ancestral, foreign language (L2)**
  - individual differences between students
  - intercultural competence
  - intercultural topics in teaching L2
  - teaching and learning strategies
  - language skills and ability
  - teaching materials and handbooks
  - new technologies
  - service learning

- **assessment, testing and evaluation**
- **psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic research.**

Forms of participation:

- plenary presentation (30 min + 10 min discussion)
- oral presentation (15 min + 5 min discussion)
- poster
- panel (moderator suggests a topic, participants and titles of their presentations)
- PhD section*.

* PhD section. The section will include presentations of Croatian as L2 doctoral students. By participating in a PhD section, they will have the opportunity to present their work to the public.
You can apply for the conference by sending the application form enclosed to this letter by e-mail to the address 7hidis2019@gmail.com. Please name the document after first author’s last name. Abstracts should be written in Croatian and English or English only. Number of words per abstract is from 200 to 250 words. **We have extended the deadline for abstract submission until October 21st.** Notifications of acceptance will be sent to you by November 1st. All accepted abstracts will be published in the e-book of abstracts. After this year’s conference full papers will be published in 2020 after the double-blind peer review process in **7th HIDIS Conference Proceedings.**

**Conference fee:**

- presenters and all authors (includes workshop and a dinner-party) **300 kn (40 €)**
- listeners (does not include dinner-party) **200 kn (30 €)**.

**Payment**

Bank: Zagrebačka banka  
SWIFT: ZABAHR2X  
Bank address: Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 10  
Beneficiary: Hrvatsko filološko društvo  
Address: I. Lučića 3, 10000 Zagreb  
Account No.: HR742360001101551990  
Reference No.: 14152019  
Purpose of payment: VII. HIDIS – *Full name of the participant*

Please send the receipt to our e-mail address or provide it at the registration desk on the first day of the conference.

**N.B.: The organizers do not cover for any of the accommodation, travel or food expenses.**

Looking forward seeing you in Zagreb in November!
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